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Abstract
Far-infrared conformer-specific signatures of small aromatic
molecules of biological importance
by Vasyl YATSYNA
Our understanding of many biological processes requires knowl-
edge about biomolecular structure and weak intra- and inter-
molecular interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonding). Both molecu-
lar structure and weak interactions can be directly studied by
far-infrared (or THz) spectroscopy, which probes low-frequency
molecular vibrations. In this thesis I present the results of experi-
mental and theoretical investigations of far-infrared vibrations
in small aromatic molecules of biological relevance. To enable a
direct comparison with theory, far-infrared spectroscopy was per-
formed in the gas phase with a conformer-selective IR-UV ion-dip
technique. The far-infrared spectra of molecules containing a pep-
tide (-CO-NH-) link revealed that the low-frequency Amide IV-VI
vibrations are highly sensitive to the structure of the peptide moi-
ety, the molecular backbone, and the neighboring intra- and inter-
molecular hydrogen bonds. The study of far-infrared spectra of
phenol derivatives identified vibrations that allow direct prob-
ing of strength of hydrogen-bonding interaction, and a size of
a ring closed by the hydrogen bond. Furthermore, benchmark-
ing theory against the experimental data identified advantages
and disadvantages of conventional frequency calculations for
the far-infrared region performed with ab initio and density func-
tional theory. For example, the conventional approaches were not
able to reproduce strongly anharmonic vibrations such as amino-
inversion in aminophenol. Instead, a double-minimum potential
model was used for this vibration, and successfully described
the experimental spectra of aminophenol. The results presented
in this thesis can assist the interpretation of far-infrared spectra
of more complex biomolecules, pushing forward low-frequency
vibrational spectroscopy for efficient structural analysis and the
studies of weak interactions.
Keywords: low-frequency vibrations, far-IR spectroscopy, hy-
drogen bonding, anharmonic vibrations, second-order vibra-
tional perturbation theory
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Introduction
1.1 Far-infrared molecular vibrations and their
importance
Functionality of biomolecular systems is closely related to their
three-dimentional structure. Therefore, detailed information
about the structure of biomolecules is a key to our understand-
ing of different biological processes, such as energy transfer,
molecular recognition, enzyme catalysis or regulation of protein
activity upon conformational changes. Infrared (IR) vibrational
spectroscopy in combination with modern quantum-chemical
calculations is one of the methods which can reveal molecular
structural information at the atomic level of detail, and probe
intra- and inter-molecular interactions directly. This is due to the
fact that molecular vibrations are strongly dependent on both
the strength of covalent bonds, and the electrostatic environment
around the vibrating groups of atoms.
The frequency region of the so-called mid-IR light is typi-
cally defined as 800-4000 cm−1 (12.5-2.5 µm). Mostly localized
vibrations are excited in the mid-IR range, carrying informa-
tion about local structural arrangement of vibrating atoms. Far-
infrared (or TeraHertz) light, which the current thesis focuses
on, covers the range below 800 cm−1. Delocalized vibrations,
or local vibrations with very low force constants are excited in
the far-IR range. Far-IR vibrations typically have high degree of
anharmonicity and mode-coupling, and are strongly sensitive
to the large-scale molecular structure and shape. Moreover, the
far-IR range contains vibrations directly associated with weak
interactions important in biological molecules, such as hydrogen
bonding and dispersion forces (e.g. pi-pi and XH· · ·pi interac-
tions). These unique features of the far-IR range make far-IR
spectroscopy a highly suitable tool for structural analysis of large
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and flexible biological molecules. Until recently, the application
of far-IR spectroscopy for structural analysis has been hindered
by several obstacles. First, it requires powerful light source as
the absorption cross-sections of far-IR vibrations are typically
low. And second, theoretical predictions of far-IR vibrations
and spectra are complicated by a high degree of anharmonicity
and mode-coupling, thus making the structural assignment very
challenging. However, both these limitations have recently been
liberated: the first one thanks to the emergence of powerful far-IR
light sources such as free electron lasers [1] and table-top single-
pulse THz sources; the second one thanks to the advance of
computing facilities, and the development of powerful quantum-
chemical models and molecular dynamics simulation approaches
[2–4]. Still, the far-IR region remains quite unexplored, and its
application for structural analysis of increasingly large biologi-
cal systems requires in-depth understanding of far-IR spectra of
smaller biological building blocks. Thus, this thesis is devoted
to the far-IR signatures of small aromatic molecules of biolog-
ical importance, which can be studied in a conformer-specific
manner in the gas-phase, and combined with highly accurate
quantum-chemical calculations.
1.2 Molecular structural analysis based on IR
spectra and quantum-chemical calculations
Many molecules, especially biomolecules, have the property of
conformational isomerism. This means that the molecules having
the same chemical formula and the same sequence of bonded
atoms can exist in very different three-dimensional structures.
These structures, also called conformers, can typically be inter-
converted between each other by means of various rotations
about the bonds. Each molecular structure has its distinct force
fields for atomic motions, and hence different vibrational frequen-
cies. Thus, in principle, the different structures can be identified
by means of vibrational spectroscopy using IR light sources. The
frequencies of the molecular vibrations are very sensitive to the
strength of the bonds involved in the atomic motions, and both
intra- and inter-molecular interactions. This allows in-depth
studies of both intrinsic structure of molecules, as well as the
effect of the neighboring environment.
1.2. Molecular structural analysis based on IR spectra and
quantum-chemical calculations
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Even though each molecular vibration carries information
about the local and/or global structural arrangement of atoms,
the precise molecular structural analysis is typically not possi-
ble without quantum-chemical calculations. Within harmonic
approximation, the number of vibrational normal modes, i.e. the
characteristic vibrations of polyatomic molecule, is determined
by 3N -6 (3N -5 for linear molecules), where N is the number of
atoms. This means that even for relatively small molecule such
as amino-acid alanine, having 13 atoms, there are 33 characteris-
tic vibrations, each having a certain distinct frequency and type
of atomic motion. Qualitative information, such as the relative
strength of certain bonds, can be obtained from experimental
spectra. Information for precise structural arrangement, how-
ever, requires quantum-chemical computations. They can be
used to predict possible geometries the molecule can adopt (con-
formations), their relative energies, and can be used to calculate
the corresponding IR spectra. The structural assignments then
can be based on a comparison between the experimental and
theoretical IR spectra.
Gas-phase studies of molecular vibrations have several ad-
vantages in contrast to the condensed phase. First, they enable
direct comparison of experimental data with computer simula-
tions performed on isolated systems. Second, they provide a
direct exploration of intrinsic properties of the molecules with-
out influence of interactions with the surrounding solvent or
crystalline environment. Third, when deep understanding of vi-
brational signatures of gas-phase (bio)molecules is obtained, this
knowledge can be applied for the analysis of more complicated
spectra obtained in natural environments. Mid-IR spectroscopy
in the gas-phase, combined with theoretical calculations was very
successful in structural analysis of many molecules of biological
interest [5–7], even up to systems as large as the pentadecapep-
tide gramicidin [8] and decapeptide Gramicidin S [9, 10]. A very
good extension to the mid-IR range is far-IR spectroscopy, a key
topic of this thesis, studying non-local anharmonic vibrations
that are very sensitive to both local and global molecular struc-
tures.
Fig. 1.1 illustrates the strength of the combination of far-IR
spectroscopy and quantum-chemical calculations. It shows exper-
imental gas-phase far-IR spectra measured by us for two different
conformers of the ethylvanillin molecule. The right side of the
figure contains stable structures (conformers) that ethylvanillin
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FIGURE 1.1: Comparison between the experimental and calculated
spectra of ethylvanillin conformers (left), together with the possi-
ble structures this molecule can adopt (right). The structures of the
assigned cis-trans and trans-trans conformers are highlighted with
rectangles.
can adopt in the gas phase, obtained by means of a geometry
optimization algorithm and density functional theory. The vi-
brational frequencies and intensities for each conformer were
computed as well, yielding the theoretical IR spectra. Compar-
ison between the experimental and calculated spectra strongly
favors the assignment of the conformers A and B to the cis-trans
and trans-trans structures, respectively. It is worth noting that
these two conformers have only a minor difference in their struc-
ture: their aldehyde functional group (O=C-H) is rotated by 180
degrees around the C-C bond with respect to another conformer.
Such alternation of the molecular geometry only slightly changes
the arrangement of masses within the molecule, but neverthe-
less the experimental and theoretical IR spectra show significant
differences between them.
1.3. Computational spectroscopy: treatment of anharmonic
vibrations
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1.3 Computational spectroscopy: treatment of
anharmonic vibrations
1.3.1 Quantum chemical computations in general
In quantum chemistry the principles of quantum mechanics are
used for the description of different physical and chemical prop-
erties of the molecules. If theoretical principles are solely used
in the calculations, with no empirical parameters or experimen-
tal data, such quantum-chemical methods are called ab initio.
Most of the quantum chemical methods rely on the solution of
the Schrödinger equation with a molecular Hamiltonian that de-
scribes the electrons and nuclei of the molecules. The well-known
Hartree-Fock (HF) [11] approach is one of such methods. Certain
approximations have to be applied, as the exact solution of the
Schrödinger equation is not possible for systems larger than the
hydrogen atom. The most important is the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation [12], where the motion of electrons and nuclei are
treated separately. It enables the separation of electron and nuclei
coordinates, and allows solving the Schrödinger equation in two
steps. In this way the potential energy of the molecule versus
the positions of nuclei, a potential energy surface, can be calcu-
lated. This allows performing molecular geometry optimizations,
which can find the equilibrium structures corresponding to dif-
ferent potential energy minima on this surface. Second-order
energy derivatives in the vicinity of the potential energy surface
minima yield vibrational properties of molecules.
Density functional theory (DFT) is different from the wave-
function methods, such as HF, and relies on the principle that the
energy of the molecular system is completely determined from
the electron density. For the HF method, however, the energy
depends on the wave-function of the many-body system. The
wave-function in this case describes the probability amplitude
of a many-body system, and is a solution of the many-body
Schrödinger equation. In the DFT methods the spatial electron
density carries all the information about the system. For example,
dips in the electron density give the positions of the nuclei, while
the magnitude of the dips gives nuclei charge. The energy of the
system is approximated by means of a functional, i.e. function
of a function, which relates the electron density to the energy of
the system. So, different DFT methods vary by the choice of such
functional. The major advantage of DFT methods is a favorable
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scaling of the computational cost versus the number of atoms
(electrons), allowing accurate calculations for large systems at
relatively low computational cost. DFT is the main quantum-
chemical method used in this thesis.
1.3.2 Treatment of vibrational anharmonicity
In the literature, the assignment of experimental IR spectra is
typically based on quantum chemical calculations (e.g. with DFT)
where geometry optimizations and subsequent vibrational anal-
ysis in the double harmonic approximation are performed. The
major goals of these calculations are to identify conformations
contributing to the experimental spectra and to reveal detailed
information about the forces which determine the structure of
the conformers. Within the double harmonic approximation the
potential energy surface and dipole moment are truncated at the
second and first order respectively, usually leading to overesti-
mated vibrational frequencies and less accurate intensities. To
overcome this drawback, different scaling methods for harmonic
frequencies (or force field) have been proposed [13–17], and are
widely used to correct the band positions of the fundamental tran-
sitions. However, this approach is usually not suitable for the
low frequency region due to anharmonic mode couplings. Fur-
thermore, it does not give any information about the intensities
of overtones and combination bands, which might be important
for a correct analysis of experimental IR signatures.
There are several generally applicable methods which go be-
yond the harmonic approximation, and they can be divided into
dynamical (time-dependent) approaches, such as ab initio molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations [2–4], and time independent
approaches, with most effective implementations built on second
order-vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) [18–20], and vibra-
tional self-consistent field (VSCF) approach [21]. Ab initio MD
simulations are based on a classical treatment of the nuclei, and
quantum mechanical treatment of the electrons, e.g. with DFT
formalism [3]. The dynamics simulations are performed at finite
temperatures and therefore they naturally describe conforma-
tional dynamics, as well all anharmonic effects due to sampling
of all accessible parts of the potential energy surface. Despite
large computational cost, this approach is particularly appeal-
ing when available experimental spectra are obtained at room
temperatures, and hence contain natural broadening of the lines
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due to all populated conformations. It was also shown to be
very successful in describing gas-phase far-IR spectra of peptide
systems with large number of torsional degrees of freedom [22,
23].
Time independent VSCF computations are based on the ap-
proximation that each vibrational mode is moving in the mean
field of the rest of the vibrational motions. The total wave func-
tion of the VSCF approximation is a product of single mode wave
functions, which are determined self-consistently. The VSCF ap-
proach was successfully applied to large systems of biological in-
terest [21], despite a problematic description of strongly coupled
vibrational modes and higher excited states due to correlation
effects between the different modes. Correlation corrected modi-
fications of the VSCF method (such as VSCF-PT2) increase the
accuracy of the calculated vibrational transitions, but are limited
to medium sized molecular systems on the order of 20-30 atoms
[24], due to an increased computational cost.
In this thesis the anharmonic treatment of far-IR vibrations
is based on the vibrational second-order perturbational (VPT2)
theory [18–20]. The VPT2 method was shown as a reliable tool
for the prediction of fundamental vibrational transitions, as well
as first overtones and combinational bands. It is considered
to be especially effective for semi-rigid, isolated molecular sys-
tems [20], and most of the molecules studied in this thesis can
be considered as such. It should be noted, however, that the
evaluations of the VPT2 approach [20] focused on the mid-IR
region, while the far-IR vibrations were not always included due
to lack of experimental data. In this thesis such evaluations have
been performed, as our experimental data were obtained in a
conformer-selective manner, and under isolated gas-phase condi-
tions. This allows direct comparison with the results of ab initio
calculations that are typically performed for isolated molecules
in a single conformation.
1.4 Molecular systems investigated
1.4.1 Aminophenol isomers
Aminophenol molecule exists in a form of three isomers (see
Fig. 1.2), which differ by the location of the NH2 group with
respect to the OH group, and are named as ortho- (2AP), meta-
(3AP) and para- (4AP) aminophenol. In addition, the 3AP and
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FIGURE 1.2: Optimized geometries of aminophenol isomers, namely
2AP (trans and cis conformers), 3AP (trans, cis), and 4AP. The hydrogen
atoms of the amino-group (NH2) are positioned out of plane with
respect to the aromatic ring. Geometry optimization was performed
with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ method.
2AP molecules exhibit rotational isomerism for different orienta-
tions of the OH group with respect to the NH2 group. This leads
to the distinct trans and cis conformers. Also, the intra-molecular
hydrogen bond of NH· · ·O or OH· · ·N types can exist for 2AP
conformers due to the close adjacency of the hydroxyl- and
amino- functional groups. It is worth noting that the aminophe-
nol isomers can also be considered as aniline or phenol deriva-
tives, where the hydrogen atoms are substituted by hydroxyl-
and amino- groups, correspondingly, in corresponding position
of the phenyl ring. Such substitutions change the physical and
chemical properties of the substituted molecules, including the
vibrational structure.
1.4.2 MethylAcetanilide molecule as a peptide model
The peptide link, -CO-NH-, is one of the main structural units of
a protein or peptide, as it connects two consecutive amino-acids
in the protein chain. The MethylAcetanilide (MA) molecule, stud-
ied in this thesis, can be considered as a simple peptide model
with one peptide link. The peptide link in MA connects a methyl
group with a substituted aromatic ring (methylphenyl group).
Two different isomeric configurations of MA were studied, 2-MA
and 4-MA (see Fig. 1.3).
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FIGURE 1.3: Optimized geometries and corresponding energies
of the stable conformations of 4-MethylAcetanilide (4-MA) and 2-
MethylAcetanilide (2-MA), calculated with the B3LYP density func-
tional and N07D basis set. The energy of the conformations is shown
with respect to the trans ones.
The -CO-NH- moiety can exist in two distinct nearly planar
configurations, either trans or cis. In the case of 4-MA, this results
in two geometries (see Fig. 1.3), which have a significant differ-
ence in energy. In the case of 2-MA, where the substituent methyl
group is adjacent to the acetamide group, steric interactions lead
to the presence of the third conformer, with the -CO-NH- moiety
of trans character, but oriented out of plane with respect to the
aromatic ring. This conformation has a non-zero dihedral angle
(≈ 60◦) between the -CO-NH- moiety and the ring planes, and
we call it trans-op 2-MA. Moreover, for this conformation the
-CO-NH- moiety deviates from planarity by≈ 10◦ (B3LYP/N07D
geometry). The influence of this structural feature on the far-IR
vibration is particularly interesting, as deviation from planarity
is quite common in proteins [25, 26].
1.4.3 Phenol derivatives with intra-molecular hydrogen
bonding
The phenol derivatives studied, shown in Fig. 1.4, were chosen
for their capacity to form intra-molecular hydrogen bonds, as
well as for their ability for resonant absorption of UV photons,
allowing us to study them in a conformer-specific manner. The
chatecol and saligenin molecules exists in a single conformation,
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FIGURE 1.4: The structures of studied phenol derivatives in their
observed conformations: cathecol (a), saligenin (b), rotamer 1 (c) and
rotamer 2 (d) of salicylic acid, conformers cis-trans (e) and trans-trans
(f) of ethylvanillin. Carbon atoms are depicted with black spheres,
oxygen - with red, and hydrogen with white.
while for salicylic acid and ethylvanillin two conformations for
each molecule were observed. For the saligenin molecule, the
rotamer 1 and rotamer 2 differ by a rotation around the C-C bond
of the carboxylic acid group (see Fig. 1.4c,d). For ethylvanillin,
the cis-trans and trans-trans conformations differ by the rotation
around the C-C bond of the aldehyde group (see Fig. 1.4e,f).
Intra-molecular hydrogen bonds are present in all the con-
formations studied. Six-membered rings are formed by a hy-
drogen bond in the cases of saligenin and salicylic acid, and
five-membered rings in the cases of cathecol and ethylvanillin.
Far-IR vibrations, which deform the hydrogen-bonded parts of
the molecules, are expected to give direct information about the
hydrogen-bond interaction.
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Methods
In this chapter I will describe briefly the experimental techniques
and the computational approaches applied in this thesis. First,
a general overview of the experimental setup is presented, fol-
lowed by the methodology for the cooling of molecules in the
gas-phase. Second, the method for conformer selection by means
of the REMPI technique is described. Third, the IR-UV ion-dip
spectroscopy is described, which is a key experimental technique
for the far-infrared experiments presented in this work. Finally,
the computational approaches for the description and assign-
ment of the experimental spectra are briefly described.
2.1 Experimental setup
The experiments performed in this thesis aim at measuring con-
former-specific (far-)IR spectra of isolated gas-phase molecules.
For this, as a first step, target molecules are delivered into gas
phase (vacuum) and cooled down to cryogenic temperatures.
Then, the molecules in certain conformation are selectively ion-
ized with a resonant UV laser by means of the REMPI technique
(see section 2.3), creating a constant ion signal. Just before ioniza-
tion, an IR laser interacts with the molecules. If the wavelength
of the IR laser is resonant with one of the molecular vibrational
transitions, the ion signal is reduced. By means of scanning the
wavelength of the IR laser, (far-)IR absorption spectra of a cer-
tain molecular conformer can be measured. Thus, the IR spectra
of every conformer present in the gas-phase can be measured
separately, by selecting the corresponding conformer-specific UV
transitions.
The scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The setup comprises three differentially-pumped vacuum cham-
bers. In the source chamber the target molecules are delivered
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FIGURE 2.1: The scheme of experimental setup for conformer-specific
infrared spectroscopy of isolated molecules cooled in a supersonic-jet
expansion.
into vacuum, by means of supersonic-jet expansion of the carrier
gas seeded with target molecules. In the interaction chamber the
cooled molecules in a form of a molecular beam can interact with
IR and UV laser beams. In the detection chamber, represented
by a time-of-flight tube, the ionized molecules are detected and
mass-analyzed. To achieve high vacuum conditions, the source
chamber is pumped by a 1250 l/s turbo-pump (TPH 1201 UP,
Pfeiffer Vacuum), while the interaction and detection chambers
are pumped by 210 l/s turbo-pumps (TMH 261, Pfeiffer Vacuum)
each. A diaphragm backing pump (MVP 055-3, Pfeiffer Vacuum)
is used to keep the chambers dry and oil-free.
As most of the samples studied were low-volatile, a heatable
molecular beam source is employed to deliver molecules into
the gas phase. It consists of a resistively heated sample com-
partment and heated pulsed nozzle (Parker general valve Series
9). The sample compartment can be heated up to 180◦C. The
pulsed nozzle is kept 5-10 ◦C higher than the sample compart-
ment in order to avoid condensation of the molecules on the
nozzle aperture. The carrier gas (typically He or Ar at 3 bar)
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passes through the heated sample compartment, capturing va-
porized sample molecules. The gas together with the sample
molecules is expanded into the source chamber kept under high
vacuum (∼ 10−7 mbar). After the supersonic-jet expansion the
molecules pass through a skimmer (=1 mm) 3.5 cm downstream
the nozzle. This selects the coldest part of the expansion, and
forms a collimated molecular beam that enters the interaction
chamber. Here, the molecules interact with both a (far-)IR beam,
produced by the Free Electron Laser for Infrared eXperiments
(FELIX) [1], and with a UV beam. The latter is produced by a
tunable frequency-doubled dye laser from Radiant Dyes (Narrow
Scan) pumped by a pulsed YAG laser (Spectra Physics, Quanta-
Ray Pro). The repetition rates of the UV and IR light pulses are
20 Hz and 10 Hz, respectively, allowing IR on/off measurements
to correct for the fluctuations in the molecular source output and
long-term variations in the UV light power.
As will be shown in sections 2.3 and 2.4, REMPI and IR spec-
tra are recorded by measuring the appearance of an ion signal, or
the appearance of ion signal variations. The ions are created by
irradiating the neutral molecules with resonant UV laser pulses,
and are detected with a time-of-flight (TOF) tube of reflectron-
type [27] (Jordan TOF Products). Such detection allows record-
ing wavelength-dependent, high resolution mass spectra of all
ionized molecular species present in the molecular beam. The
principle of the TOF detection is the following. Ion pulses are
generated between the two grids, called extractor and repeller.
A high voltage is applied to the repeller grid (∼3500 V), while
the extractor grid is kept ∼1000 V lower. The positive ions are
pushed towards the TOF tube by the potential between the re-
peller and extractor grids. They enter the acceleration region,
where they are further accelerated by the potential between the
extractor plate and the grounded grid. The accelerated ions then
enter the field-free region of the TOF tube where the ions are dis-
persed according to their mass to charge ratio, m/z. At the end of
the TOF tube an ion mirror called reflectron is placed, which con-
sists of several plates producing a retarding potential. Here the
ions are reflected and propagate towards the micro-channel plate
detector, thus passing a larger distance than the actual length of
the TOF tube, leading to an increased mass resolution. Moreover,
the reflectron compensates for the initial spread of the kinetic
energy of the created ions, further increasing the mass resolution.
The TOF tube used for the experiments described in this thesis
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FIGURE 2.2: Schematic representation of a supersonic-jet molecular
beam. Shown on the left is expansion of the gas through a nozzle from
the reservoir at high pressure P0, into the vacuum chamber kept at
much lower pressure P . The skimmer selects the coldest core part
of the expansion. Shown on the right is narrowing of the molecular
velocity distribution due to selection of molecules with a large velocity
component in the axial direction of the nozzle. The figure is adapted
from Ref. [28].
allows measuring mass spectra with a mass resolution m/∆m
larger than 2000.
2.2 Supersonic-jet cooling
In order to allow for a precise structural characterization of gas-
phase molecules based on their IR spectra, the spectra have to be
free from features which may complicate vibrational assignment,
such as hot bands and rotational broadening. In the molecular
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beams prepared by supersonic-jet expansion such complications
are eliminated, as the molecules are cooled down to cryogenic
temperatures (< 100 K). At these temperatures only the vibra-
tional ground state and the lowest rotational states are populated.
As a result, the transitions from vibrationally excited states (hot
bands) are not observed. Also, rotational contours of the vibra-
tional transitions are usually negligible leading to narrow vibra-
tional bands. Moreover, in cases where the molecular species
can exist in several conformations, the supersonic-jet cooling
allows conformer-specific IR spectra measurements (see sections
2.3 and 2.4). Apart from cooling, the supersonic-jet expansion
allows delivering isolated molecules into the interaction region.
It enables studying molecular properties, free from perturba-
tions from inter-molecular interactions. Alternatively, if the inter-
molecular interactions are the key objects of study, the molecular
associates (clusters) can be prepared and investigated.
A detailed description of the supersonic-jet cooling and its
properties is given elsewhere [28–30]. Briefly, the reservoir with
gas at relatively high pressure P0 is used, having a small orifice
or shaped nozzle with diameter D. The gas from the reservoir
can penetrate through the nozzle into the expansion volume with
background pressure P , much lower than P0. If the pressure in
the reservoir is high enough, the mean free path of the molecules
is smaller than D, so only molecules having a large velocity com-
ponent in the axial direction of the nozzle escape the reservoir
(see Fig. 2.2). This leads to a drastic reduction of the velocity dis-
tribution width and hence the translational temperature. The vac-
uum pumps are used in order to maintain the background pres-
sure downstream the nozzle when the gas is flowing. Also, the
flow of the gas can be collimated with a carefully-manufactured
conical-shaped aperture (skimmer), which allows the selection
of the coldest core part of the expansion region and creation of
a supersonic molecular beam. Typically, noble gases such as
He, Ar, or Xe at high pressure (2-10 bar) are used as a carrier
gas, while the sample molecules are seeded into the gas flow by
means of thermal evaporation, or by laser desorption [5, 31] for
low-volatile or thermolabile molecules.
The temperature, pressure, density, and Mach number in the
expansion region relate to each other according to thermody-
namic laws, if desirable conditions for isentropic expansion are
preserved (no viscous forces, shock waves, and heat sources or
sinks such as chemical reactions etc.) [29]. The Mach number is
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defined as the ratio of the flow velocity u to the local speed of
sound. For an ideal gas these relations are given by
T/T0 = (P/P0)
(γ−1)/γ = (ρ/ρ0)γ−1 = [1+(γ−1)/2M2]−1, (2.1)
where T , P and ρ are the temperature, pressure and density in
the isentropic part of the expansion, and T0, P0 and ρ0 are the
temperature, pressure and density in the gas reservoir, respec-
tively. γ is the heat capacity ratio Cp/Cv > 1, and M is the Mach
number. As it can be seen from the Eq. 2.1, since P0 >> P , the
translational temperature of the gas in the expansion decreases
significantly.
For continuous gas flow at the distances larger than a few
nozzle diameters downstream the nozzle the Mach number is
given by [29]
M = A(x/D)γ−1, (2.2)
where x is the distance from the nozzle, and A is a constant
which depends on γ. For monoatomic gases A equals to 3.26.
As an example, according to Eq. 2.2, the Mach number of 44
and the temperature of 0.5 K can be achieved at a distance of
50 nozzle diameters downstream. Typically, by supersonic-jet
cooling translational temperatures of less than 2 K are obtained
[29, 30]. As the velocity distribution is very narrow at such tem-
peratures, the energies of the collisions in the supersonic jet will
be characterized by low temperatures as well. Therefore, the
internal degrees of freedom, i.e. rotational and vibrational, will
be equilibrated to the same low temperatures by means of low-
energy collisions. However, as such equilibration requires larger
propagation distances from the nozzle, where the density of the
molecules and hence the probability of collisions is lower, the
rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom may not reach equi-
librium with translational temperature of the molecule. Reaching
the rotational-translation equilibrium is a rapid process, so the
rotational temperatures of 3-10 K are normally achieved [28, 29].
The vibrational cooling is less efficient and largely depends on the
vibrational structure, but still results in significant depopulation
of the vibrationaly excited states. Under favorable conditions
typical vibrational temperatures of 10-20 K are achieved, and in
most cases temperatures are below 50 K.
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2.3 REMPI spectroscopy
REMPI stands for Resonance Enhanced Multi-Photon Ioniza-
tion, and the associated spectroscopic technique is schematically
described in Fig. 2.3. The absorption of two photons is used
to excite the gas-phase molecules above the ionization poten-
tial, through an intermediate electronically excited state. The
presence of a resonance in form of such an intermediate excited
state enhances the absorption cross section and the ionization
yield. The two photons can either have similar wavelengths or
different wavelengths, which results in either one-color (1+1),
or two-color (1+1’) REMPI schemes, respectively. REMPI spec-
troscopy typically requires that the target molecule/species have
a UV chromophore, which in this thesis is always an aromatic
phenyl ring. The intermediate state in this case is a first electroni-
cally excited singlet-state (S1), excited from the ground state (S0).
For the phenyl ring the S1 excited state is relatively long-lived,
resulting in sharp absorption peaks, and enabling the absorption
of the second photon for ionization of the molecule. Moreover,
the S0 → S1 transition for a phenyl ring has a large oscillator
strength, making REMPI spectroscopy an efficient and sensitive
tool to study aromatic molecules.
REMPI spectra are typically recorded in the vicinity of the ori-
gin (S0 → S1) transition with the help of a dye laser, producing
frequency-tunable UV radiation. The origin transition is usually
the strongest one in the REMPI spectrum and is denoted as “0-0”
meaning that the electronic transition takes place between the
states in their vibrationally ground states. Transitions with fre-
quencies above the origin are vibronic transitions, resulting in
the electronically- and vibrationally-excited molecule. REMPI
spectra can also contain transitions with frequencies below the
origin, which are named hot bands and result from transitions
from vibrationally excited ground state. Hot bands appear when
molecules are not cold enough, because then some vibrational
levels of the electronically ground state can be populated. De-
spite the fact that hot bands complicate REMPI spectra, they can
give some extra information. For example, the vibrational tem-
perature of the molecules cooled in a supersonic-jet expansion
can be estimated using the ratio between the integrated intensity
of the origin band and the hot band.
REMPI spectroscopy is a very powerful method to distin-
guish between different conformers (rotational isomers) of the
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FIGURE 2.3: Schematic description of the REMPI spectroscopy tech-
nique. Shown on the left is a potential energy surface for the cooled
molecules existing as three distinct conformers A, B, and C. REMPI
spectroscopy probes the electronically excited states of the conformers,
using the photon energies which are slightly different for the different
conformers, thus allowing conformer-specific studies. In this tech-
nique two photons are absorbed leading to ionization of the molecule
(shown on the right).
same molecule, as the origin 0-0 transitions of different conform-
ers typically have slightly different frequencies. Moreover, the
spectral pattern of vibronic transition can be very different for dif-
ferent conformers thus allowing their identification. As an illus-
tration, Fig. 2.4 shows the REMPI spectrum of the 3-aminophenol
molecule, studied in this thesis, which exists in the form of trans-
and cis- isomers. First, as it can be seen from the figure, there
are two strong origin transitions, each for every conformer. The
red-most transition at 34118 cm−1 is due to the cis conformer, and
the strongest transition to the blue, at 34476 cm−1, is due to the
trans conformer. Below the origin of the trans conformer (< 34476
cm−1), the vibronic transitions of the cis conformer are observed.
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It can be seen from Fig. 2.4 that the different conformations of
3-aminophenol can be excited and ionized selectively, by using
different UV wavelengths of a dye laser.
With the help of two different tunable UV lasers one can also
determine which peaks in the REMPI spectra are due to the same
conformation. This is achieved by means of UV-UV depletion
and UV-UV hole-burning methods [31]. The pulses from two
lasers subsequently interact with the molecules, having a con-
stant short time delay between each other. The laser which is first
interacting with the molecules is called the pump laser, and the
second is called the probe laser. In the UV-UV depletion method
the frequency of the probe laser is set to match the REMPI tran-
sition of one of the conformers, hence producing a constant ion
signal. The frequency of the pump laser is scanned. When the fre-
quency of the pump laser is resonant with the vibronic transition
of the probed conformation, the population of its ground state is
depleted, leading to a reduction of the ion signal produced by the
probe laser. In this way the REMPI peaks coming from the same
conformation will be identified. In the same manner UV-UV
hole-burning spectroscopy is applied, with the only difference
that in this case the pump laser is fixed to the REMPI transition
of one of the conformers, while the probe laser is scanned. In
this case the REMPI spectrum is measured in which the peaks
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FIGURE 2.4: REMPI spectrum of 3-aminophenol. The origin transition
peaks for trans and cis conformers are denoted with “0-0”.
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originating from the pumped conformer are removed.
A last aspect which needs some consideration here is the
cooling of the molecules. If no cooling is applied, the vibrational
and rotational states of the gas-phase molecules are populated
which leads to very broad UV transition peaks, which are far
from being resolved sufficiently to distinguish between the dif-
ferent conformers. That is why the supersonic-jet cooling of
the molecules, leading to very low vibrational and rotational
temperatures, is so important.
2.4 IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy
IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy, which was first demonstrated by
Lee and co-workers in 1988 [32], is a key technique in this thesis.
It allows the measurements of conformer-specific (far-)IR spectra
of gas-phase molecules cooled by supersonic-jet expansion. The
principle of this method is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The frequency
of the UV laser is tuned to match a REMPI transition of the
specific molecular conformer under investigation, thus creating
a constant conformer-specific ion signal. Prior to the UV laser
pulse, the molecules are irradiated with (far-)IR photons from a
tunable (far-)IR laser. If the frequency of the IR laser is resonant
with one of the vibrational transitions of the selected conformer,
the population of the ground state is depleted, thus leading to
a reduced ion signal. Such ion signal variations are measured
while scanning the IR laser frequency, providing an absorption
IR spectrum of the selected conformer. Individual IR spectra for
all conformations present in the molecular beam can be recorded
in the same way by selecting their distinct REMPI transitions
with a UV laser and scanning the IR wavelength.
The principle of the IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy is very simi-
lar to that of the UV-UV depletion technique. IR-UV hole-burning
spectroscopy can also be realized by fixing the IR laser on a cer-
tain vibrational transition of one conformer and by scanning the
probe UV laser. In this way the REMPI spectrum is recorded
in which all the peaks originating from the pumped conformer
are strongly reduced in intensity. For this technique, however, a
careful selection of the vibrational transition has to be performed,
since the chance that two conformers have overlapping IR transi-
tions is greater than for the case of UV vibronic transitions in the
UV-UV hole-burning technique.
2.5. Free electron laser as a tool for infrared
action spectroscopy
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FIGURE 2.5: Principle of the IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy technique (a),
and an experimental IR-UV ion-dip spectrum of trans 3-aminophenol
(b), shown as illustration of characterystic wavelength-dependent
ion-dip signals.
2.5 Free electron laser as a tool for infrared
action spectroscopy
The far-IR spectra in this thesis are measured with the help of the
IR free electron laser FELIX (Free Electron Laser for Infrared eX-
periments) [1]. A free electron laser (FEL) is a special type of laser
with unique features. FELs are characterized by high spectral
brightness, narrow light bandwidth and continuous wavelength
tunability, which makes them highly suitable for various appli-
cations. The FELIX light source, for instance, produces tunable,
highly intense IR radiation in a broad range of frequencies, allow-
ing accurate measurements of IR absorption spectra in extremely
diluted (low-concentration) gas-phase environments.
In conventional lasers stimulated emission of radiation is
achieved by creating a population inversion between higher and
lower excited states of an active lasing medium. The emitted radi-
ation with a frequency, equal to the difference between these two
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states, is amplified in a laser cavity, thus resulting in a coherent
laser beam with a narrow bandwidth. To achieve tunability of
laser frequency, optical parametric oscillator can be used, which
is based on the crystals with high quadratic optical nonlinearity.
Also, certain laser media, such as organic dyes or semiconductors,
allow tuning wavelength of radiation. Nevertheless, the tuning
range is limited to the choice of the certain media. In contrast,
FELs does not have a principal limitation for the wavelength
of emitted radiation, as the active lasing medium in this case is
represented by electrons traveling with relativistic speeds. The
electrons propagate through a periodic magnetic field created
by an array of magnets with alternating dipoles, called undula-
tor, and perform a wiggling motion due to Lorentz forces, thus
emitting radiation. The wavelength of the radiation is given by
λ =
λu
2γ2
(1 +K2), (2.3)
where λu is the undulator period,K is a dimensionless parameter
proportional to the strength of the magnetic field, and γ is the
Lorentz factor
γ =
1√
1− v2
c2
. (2.4)
Here, v denotes the velocity of electrons, and c is the speed of
light. The K parameter is given by
K =
eBλu
2pimec
, (2.5)
where e is the electron charge, B is the magnetic field strength
and me is the electron rest mass. As can be seen from equa-
tions 2.3-2.5, the wavelength of radiation can be tuned by chang-
ing the energy (velocity) of the electrons, and the strength of the
magnetic field B. The latter can easily be tuned by changing the
gap between the undulator magnets. The undulator period λu is
usually kept fixed.
The FEL principle allows achieving laser radiation in a very
broad spectral range spanning from microwaves to X-rays. The
tuning region of the FELIX, for example, ranges from 3 to 150
µm (3200-80 cm−1), which covers the mid-IR, far-IR and partly
the THz spectral ranges. Several electron energies are used in
this case to cover such a broad range. In this thesis, the typical
frequency range used for gas-phase spectroscopy is 220-1800
2.6. Computational: frequency calculations and
VPT2 approach
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cm−1. It is achieved by continuous scans from 220 to 800 cm−1,
and from 650 to 1800 cm−1, by means of changing the undulator
gap, with the electron energy kept fixed for each range.
2.6 Computational: frequency calculations and
VPT2 approach
2.6.1 Double harmonic approximation
In order to get valuable information about molecular structure
from experimental IR spectra, they have to be compared with
theoretical spectra of lowest-energy stable conformations of the
molecule. To achieve this aspect, possible structures are pre-
pared by means of conformational search methods [33, 34], and
are submitted to the geometry optimization procedure [35], per-
formed with ab initio or DFT methods. Geometry optimization is
aimed at bringing the molecule to a local energy minimum on a
potential energy surface (PES). The next step is to calculate the
vibrational frequencies and intensities for the obtained molecular
structures, which is usually done within the double harmonic
approximation. For a harmonic oscillator the potential energy is
described by a parabola V = 12kx
2, where x is the displacement
from the equilibrium position and k is the force constant. For a
molecule with N atoms we can represent the potential energy by
a Taylor expansion, which within the harmonic approximation is
truncated at second order
V (x1, x2, x3, ...x3N ) = V0 +
3N∑
i=1
(
∂V
∂xi
)
xi=0
xi +
+
1
2
3N∑
i,j=1
(
∂2V
∂xi∂xj
)
xi=xj=0
xixj + . . . ,
where V0 is a constant, the second term with first derivatives is
zero due to optimized geometry (potential energy minimum),
and the third term is the force constant:
k =
(
∂2V
∂xi∂xj
)
xi=xj=0
.
Thus, the force constant matrix (Hessian matrix, 3N × 3N ) is
formed from the second-order partial derivatives of the potential.
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At the following steps the force constants are converted to mass-
weighted Cartesian coordinates qi =
√
mixi, and the Hessian is
diagonalized yielding 3N eigenvectors and 3N eigenvalues. The
square roots of the eigenvalues are the fundamental frequencies
of the molecule, with 6 of them equal to zero (3 translational and
3 rotational modes). The remaining 3N -6 eigenvectors are nor-
mal modes, and have the meaning of independent fundamental
vibrational motions, for which the center of mass is not moving.
In the same manner the dipole moment can be represented
by a Taylor expansion, though in this case it is truncated at first
order. The first order derivatives of the dipole moment allow
calculating harmonic intensities, corresponding to each normal
mode.
2.6.2 Second-order vibrational perturbation theory
(VPT2)
The VPT2 approach goes beyond the double harmonic approxi-
mation, and takes into account also third- and forth-order deriva-
tives of the potential, and second-order derivatives of the dipole
moment [20]. The higher-order derivatives are calculated numer-
ically, which requires evaluation of the Hessian matrices in 6N -11
spatial points in the vicinity of the PES minimum. The calculated
derivatives are then treated as perturbations to the harmonic
potential, and this problem is solved by means of second-order
perturbational theory. As a result, the anharmonic matrix χij is
constructed, which allows calculating the fundamental frequen-
cies, corrected for anharmonicity
νi = ωi + 2χij +
1
2
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
χij .
Here, νi is the VPT2-corrected fundamental frequency and ωi is
a harmonic frequency. In the same manner the frequencies of
overtone and combinational bands can be calculated, together
with their anharmonic intensities. The VPT2 approach is part of
the quantum-chemistry package Gaussian 09 [36].
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Results and Discussions
3.1 Far-infrared studies of aminophenol
isomers
This section is devoted to the studies of far-IR spectra of the
aminophenol molecule, based on the results presented in Pa-
per I. The main focus of this work was to investigate the low-
frequency vibrations and their corresponding spectral features
of the phenyl ring and the two important functional groups, the
hydroxyl group (OH) and the amino-group (NH2). The reason
for these studies is that the information on such far-IR vibra-
tions still remains sparse, hindering the effective application of
far-IR spectroscopy for molecular structural analysis in general.
Strong anharmonicity and a high degree of mode-coupling of
low-frequency vibrations is one of the reasons which contributes
to this problem, complicating the theoretical description of far-IR
spectra. To tackle this issue we used the far-IR spectra measured
under cooled gas-phase conditions as a benchmark to evaluate
the efficiency of the DFT frequency calculations. The evaluation
was performed both for calculations within the double harmonic
approximation and within the Second-order Vibrational Pertur-
bation Theory (VPT2). The separate variational treatment was
applied for highly anharmonic NH2 wagging (inversion) vibra-
tion.
The experimental far-IR spectra, measured in the range of
220-800 cm−1 with the help of IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy and
by employing the free electron laser FELIX, showed a wealth of
resolved spectral features, specific for the different aminophenol
isomers. First of all, the isomer-specificity has to be adressed. The
2-, 3-, and 4-aminophenol molecules show very different spectra
in the region studied, despite having the same functional groups
(see Fig. 3 of Paper I). The most obvious differences can be found
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FIGURE 3.1: Experimental absorption spectra of trans and cis 3-
aminophenol in the range of 220-800 cm−1, together with assignments
of fundamental vibrational transitions. The ring o.p. transitions are
marked in blue, ring i.p. - in pink, C-H o.p. wagging - in grey, C-O
i.p. - in green. The vibrational transitions of the NH2 inversion mode
are denoted as νI (0-2 and 0-3). Figure is reproduced with permission
from [Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2016, 18, 6275-6283].
in the fundamental transitions corresponding to the phenyl ring
out-of plane (o.p.) vibrations, CH o.p. vibrations, and the tor-
sional vibrations of the OH and NH2 functional groups. These
transitions have both different frequencies and intensities for
different aminophenol isomers.
As the experimental spectra were obtained in a conformer-
selective manner, we were able to study also the differences be-
tween the far-IR spectral features of trans- and cis- 3-aminophenol.
Despite the minor differences in the structure (OH group point-
ing towards or away from the NH2 moiety), these conform-
ers were distinguished by their far-IR vibrational features (see
Fig. 3.1). In this case most of the differences were from the OH
and NH2 torsional vibrations, CH o.p. wagging vibrations, and
slightly less difference were observed in NH2 wagging and CO
in-plane (i.p.) bending transitions. In the case of 2-aminophenol
molecule, only one conformer was experimentally observed. The
measured far-IR spectra strongly supported the assignment to the
3.1. Far-infrared studies of aminophenol
isomers
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TABLE 3.1: Experimentally observed vibrations of 4-aminophenol
(4AP), 3-aminophenol (3AP), and 2-aminophenol (2AP), and their
assignment. The right-most column outlines the degree of anhar-
monicity, and the efficiency of the anharmonic VPT2 approach for a
particular vibrational motion
Experimental
frequencies Comment about
anharmonicity
and VPT2 performanceVibration
character 4AP
trans
3AP
cis
3AP
trans
2AP
ring
breathing - 745 748 767
weak anharmonicity,
VPT2 describes well
CH o.p.
wagging 792 755 766 735.5
weak anharmonicity,
VPT2 describes well
CCC i.p.
bending 759.5 432 434 542 strong anharmonicity
except for 4AP, due to
NH2 wag. contribution
645.5 427 430 486
472 - - -
ring
puckering 676.5 678 679.5 748.5
high anharmonicity,
satisfactory
description with VPT2
NH2 wagging
overtone 0-2 467 419 422 437
strong anharmonicity,
VPT2 not applicable
CCC o.p.
bending 422 612 604 501 weak anharmonicity,
VPT2 describes well502 459 446 445.5
CO, CN
i.p. bending 326.5 325 312 303
weak anharmonicity,
VPT2 describes well
NH2
torsion 237 329 318.5 323
high anharmonicity,
satisfactory
description with VPT2
OH
torsion 254.5 316 307 286.5
high anharmonicity,
satisfactory
description with VPT2
trans-conformer, while the cis conformer is believed to be much
less favorable under the supersonic-jet expansion conditions.
A theoretical modeling of the experimental gas-phase spectra
of aminophenol was performed with DFT frequency calculations,
both within the double harmonic approximation and with the
anharmonic VPT2 approach. It allowed us not only to assign the
observed vibrational features, but also to evaluate the accuracy
of the most common density functionals and basis sets for the
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assignment of far-IR spectra. Such an evaluation was needed
in order to find out if conventional DFT frequency calculations
can overcome the problems of anharmonicity and non-locality of
far-IR vibrational modes for accurate far-IR vibrational assign-
ments. Our study showed that the anharmonic VPT2 approach
works reasonably well for the vibrational modes with low anhar-
monicity and improves the accuracy significantly with respect to
the conventional harmonic approximation approach. In contrast,
when the anharmonicity or the degree of mode-coupling is very
high, such as in the case of the NH2 wagging vibration, the VPT2
approach did not lead to a satisfactory prediction of frequencies
and intensities of the vibrational transitions. Table 3.1 overviews
the performance of the VPT2 approach for every vibrational tran-
sition observed and assigned in our experiments. The phenyl
ring vibrations and CO, CN in-plane bending vibrations, having
weak anharmonicity, are described very well by the anharmonic
VPT2 approach. The torsional vibrations of OH and NH2 groups,
and the ring puckering vibration have a high degree of anhar-
monicity, but nevertheless were satisfactory described by the
VPT2 approach. The only drawback was that different combi-
nations of density functionals and basis sets produced different
anharmonic corrections, with the best accuracy achieved with
the functionals B3LYP, B3PW91, B3LYP-D3 and double-zeta basis
sets of moderate size.
The strongly anharmonic NH2 wagging (inversion) vibration
required some separate treatment, as the potential energy surface
describing this motion has two minima separated by a relatively
low barrier [37, 38]. This leads to large tunneling (inversion)
splittings of the vibrational energy levels. As a result, several
transitions between the tunneling doublet states of the ground
state (denoted as 0 and 1) and tunneling doublet states of the
first excited state (denoted as 2 and 3) can be observed in the fre-
quency range below 800 cm−1. In order to describe the observed
experimental transitions of NH2 wagging for aminophenol, we
applied the model of a double-minimum harmonic well with
a gaussian barrier [39] and a variational treatment. In this ap-
proach the energy levels are found variationally using the basis
set of harmonic oscillator wavefunctions, for the potential energy
function in the form
V (Q) =
1
2
λQ2 +A exp(−a2Q2), (3.1)
3.1. Far-infrared studies of aminophenol
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FIGURE 3.2: NH2 inversion potential of trans 2-aminophenol, obtained
from an ab initio potential energy surface scan (red dots), and by least
squares fitting of the ab initio and experimental data to the double-
minimum potential model with a gaussian barrier (black line).
where Q is a mass adjusted coordinate defined by 2T = Q˙2 (T
is the kinetic energy of the vibrational motion). By using the
experimental frequencies of NH2 inversion observed for trans
and cis 3-aminophenol, we obtained the parameters of the poten-
tial energy function, and the barriers to inversion. In the case of
4-aminophenol and 2-aminophenol, for which less experimental
transitions were observed, we applied a different approach. First,
we calculated the ab initio potential energy profile governing the
NH2 inversion motion by means of a relaxed potential energy
scan. Then, a trial potential function (eqn. 3.1) was optimized
with the least squares method to best describe the calculated
ab initio potential energy as well as the frequencies of the 0–2
and 0–3 transitions observed experimentally. The calculated and
fitted potential energy curve for trans 2AP is shown in Fig. 3.2,
together with the calculated energy structure of the vibrational
states. Moreover, ab initio data alone used for the calculation of
the vibrational energy levels yielded a relatively good agreement
with the experimental frequencies as well.
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Thus, gas-phase far-IR spectroscopy allowed us to study the
low-frequency vibrations of aminophenol, which were found
to be isomer- and conformer-specific. The comparison between
experimental and theoretical spectra has shown that the far-IR
vibrations with moderate anharmonicity and mode-coupling are
satisfactory explained by means of the anharmonic VPT2 treat-
ment. For the strongly anharmonic NH2 inversion vibration, the
model of double-minimum potential with a gaussian barrier re-
sulted in a reliable description of the aminophenol experimental
spectra.
3.2 Amide IV-VI spectroscopy for peptide
structural analysis: the case of Methyl-
Acetanilides
In this section the results of Paper II are discussed. Our inves-
tigation was devoted to the fundamental far-IR vibrations of a
peptide link, the -CO-NH- moiety, in the model peptide molecule
MethylAcetanilide. So far, little is known about far-IR vibrations
of biomolecules due to their lower absorption cross-sections and
more challenging theoretical treatment in comparison with con-
ventional mid-IR studies. However, the delocalized and anhar-
monic nature of far-IR vibrations carries a wealth of information
about the molecular structure. Thus, the extension of the well-
established mid-IR spectroscopy to the far-IR and THz ranges
will cover all types of molecular vibrations hence revealing pre-
cise structural information. Moreover, for large molecules the
mid-IR range can suffer from spectral congestion, leading only
to families of structures that can be assigned in the experimental
spectra. In this case the information acquired from the far-IR
spectra can be indispensable. The MethylAcetanilide molecule
(see Fig 1.3) has a UV absorption chromophore, a phenyl ring,
which enabled us to measure conformer-specific far-IR spectra
in the gas-phase. The major advantage of the gas-phase spectra
is that they can be directly compared with the results of DFT
frequency calculations.
The fundamental vibrations of a peptide link, the so called
Amide band vibrations, are illustrated in Fig. 3.3 for the simplest
peptide model, N-methylacetamide (NMA). In this work we
focus on the Amide IV-VI vibrations, which have frequencies in
the far-IR range. The Amide IV vibrations involve CO in-plane
3.2. Amide IV-VI spectroscopy for peptide structural
analysis: the case of MethylAcetanilides
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FIGURE 3.3: Graphical representation of the Amide normal modes
of N-Methylacetamide (NMA), shown with scaled vectors of the vi-
brational displacement. The geometry optimization and frequency
calculations were performed with B3LYP density functional, and N07D
basis set.
(i.p.) bending, as well as the CC stretch and the CNC deformation.
Amide V is mostly characterized by the NH out-of-plane (o.p.)
bending vibration, and is expected to be strongly anharmonic
and very sensitive to hydrogen bonding. Amide VI is referred to
CO o.p. bending with some o.p. displacement of the NH group.
In the case of the MetylAcetanilide molecule, the Amide IV-VI
vibrations can also have contributions from the phenyl ring.
Using the IR-UV ion-dip technique we have studied the mid-
IR and far-IR spectra of two isomers of MethylAcetanilide, 2-MA
and 4-MA. As an example, the corresponding experimental far-
IR spectrum of the observed planar trans conformer of 2-MA
is shown in Fig. 3.4, together with our theoretical calculations
based on the anharmonic VPT2 approach. The experimental and
theoretical data obtained in this way revealed several important
aspects. First, the calculated spectra are in a very good agreement
with the experimental data of the observed conformer, allowing
us to assign it to the trans geometry, as well as to make a direct
vibrational assignment of the observed far-IR bands. Second, as
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FIGURE 3.4: Experimental far-IR absorption spectra (in black) of the
observed conformer of 2-MA, assigned to the planar trans structure.
The spectra of all possible conformers, calculated with the VPT2 an-
harmonic treatment at the B3LYP/N07D level of theory, are shown
for comparison. The vertical dashed lines denote the position of the
fundamental theoretical bands for the trans geometry. The marked
theoretical NH o.p. bands (Amide V*) were reduced in intensity by a
factor of 2.
can be seen from Fig. 3.4, the Amide IV-VI bands are conformer-
specific, showing strong differences between the spectra of the
possible conformations of 2-MA: planar trans, non-planar trans-
op, and cis (see Fig. 1.3). The Amide V, the strongest band, shows
the highest sensitivity to the structure of the peptide link. It is pre-
dicted to be red-shifted for trans-op conformation, and strongly
blue-shifted for cis conformation with respect to the observed
trans conformer. The Amide IV and VI bands show the highest
sensitivity to the trans or cis configuration of the peptide link,
while in the case of the trans-op structure they almost resemble
the bands of planar trans conformer. Third, we also identified
other vibrations involving the peptide link, such as CCO i.p.
3.3. Direct probing of hydrogen bonds by far-infrared
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bending, CCN deformation, and CNC deformation vibrations.
We found that they are not very conformer-sensitive in the case of
2-MA and 4-MA, with exception of some CCN deformation vibra-
tions which showed slight frequency variations for the different
conformations (see Table I of Paper II).
Thus, our study of the far-IR specta of MethylAcetanilide
revealed that the Amide IV-VI vibrations can be very sensitive
to the structure of the peptide link and the molecular backbone.
Therefore, far-IR spectroscopy can be an efficient extension to the
well-established mid-IR spectroscopy for structural analysis of
biomolecules.
3.3 Direct probing of hydrogen bonds by far-
infrared spectroscopy
In this section the results of Paper III are discussed. Our study
was devoted to the far-IR signatures of the intra-molecular hydro-
gen bonding (H-bonding) in selected phenol derivatives: cathecol
(CAT), saligenin (SLG), salicylic acid (SA), and ethylvanillin (EV).
The experimental conformer-specific gas-phase far-IR spectra in
combination with DFT frequency calculations allowed us to make
an assignment of vibrations which involve the deformations of
the hydrogen bonds, and assess their sensitivity to the strength
of the H-bonding interaction. The vibrations associated with the
H-bonds are depicted in Fig. 3.5, and can be described as: (a)
H-bond stretching (or in-plane scissoring of the two H-bonded
functional groups), (b) torsional vibration of the H-bonded OH
group, and (c) torsional vibration of the free OH group.
The frequencies of the assigned H-bond stretching vibrations
are shown in Fig. 3.6a, versus the length of the H-bond donat-
ing OH group LOH for each molecule studied. The length of
the H-bond donating functional group was chosen as a reliable
measure of the H-bond strength [40–42]. As one can see from the
figure, the five-membered and six-membered rings closed by the
H-bond can be clearly distinguished by means of the frequency
of the H-bond stretching vibrations. The range of 300-350 cm−1
corresponds to five-membered rings, while the range of 225-260
cm−1 to six-membered rings. The H-bond stretching vibration
is associated with opening and closing of the H-bonded ring,
so its frequency depends on the ring stiffness. When an extra
atom is added to the ring in the case of a six-membered ring, the
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FIGURE 3.5: Vibrational normal modes that involve H-bond defor-
mations, showed for the case of cathecol: (a) H-bond stretching, (b)
H-bonded OH torsion and (c) free OH torsion. Carbon atoms are
depicted with black spheres, oxygen - with red, and hydrogen with
white. This figure is reprinted with permission from [J. Phys. Chem.
Lett., 2016, 7 (7), pp 1238–1243].
frequency is red-shifted versus the case of the five-membered
rings because the extra atom adds more flexibility to the ring.
This reasoning can be extended to the larger H-bonded ring struc-
tures. For instance, the frequencies of the H-bonding vibrations
for seven and ten-membered rings in dipeptides [22, 23] were
observed in the range 100-150 cm−1, well below the range of
six-membered rings. Thus, the red-shift of the H-bond stretching
frequency directly indicates the increase in the flexibility of larger
rings closed by H-bonds.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.6b, the frequencies of the H-bonded
OH torsional vibrations increase consistently with the LOH, i.e.,
with the strength of the H-bond. All experimental points follow
the linear behavior, except for the rotamer 1 of salicylic acid, most
probably due to the very strong resonance-assisted H-bond [43].
The estimated slope of the linear dependence for the OH torsion
frequencies is almost twice higher than the corresponding slope
of the mid-IR OH-stretching frequencies, which can also be used
to study the H-bonding. This shows the remarkable sensitivity
of the H-bonded OH torsion vibrations to the strength of the
H-bonding, which thus can be used as a direct probe of this weak
interaction in other molecules.
The frequency of the last vibration, the free OH torsion, re-
sulted in a non-linear dependence with respect to the strength of
the H-bond (see Fig. 3.6c). We found strong variations between
the frequencies of the different structural arrangements of the
three molecules studied, for which the H-bond is donated to the
3.3. Direct probing of hydrogen bonds by far-infrared
spectroscopy
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FIGURE 3.6: The frequencies of H-bond vibrations versus the length
of the H-bond donating OH group, LOH. The data for the H-bond
stretching vibrations is shown in panel (a), the H-bonded OH torsion
in panel (b), and the free OH torsion in panel (c). Panel (a) shows the
frequency regions corresponding to the five-membered (in purple),
and the six-membered (in blue) rings. This figure is reprinted with
permission from [J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2016, 7 (7), pp. 1238–1243].
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oxygen atom of the OH group. However, even though such vari-
ations can be understood on the basis of the present structures,
the hitherto obtained molecular dataset was not sufficient to find
a specific correlation of this vibration with the strength of the
H-bond.
Thus, we have found two vibrations which allow a direct
measure of the H-bond strength and the size of the ring closed by
a H-bond. This finding further supports the efficiency of far-IR
spectroscopy for molecular structural analysis, especially for the
studies of biomolecules stabilized by hydrogen-bonding.
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Conclusions and Outlook
This chapter contains conclusions and future perspectives that
can be formulated on the basis of the results obtained in this
thesis.
4.1 General
The far-IR spectra of the aminophenol isomers, studied in Paper I,
gave us extensive information on the low-frequency vibrations of
the phenyl ring, and the hydroxyl- and amino-groups. We have
shown that the far-IR vibrations with moderate anharmonicity
and mode-coupling are satisfactory explained by means of anhar-
monic VPT2 treatment. Moreover, the model of double-minimum
potential with a gaussian barrier resulted in reliable description
of the experimental data for the NH2 inversion transitions of
aminophenol. The information obtained for aminophenol can be
very useful in the studies of similar aromatic systems, in terms
of vibrational assignment, and in terms of theoretical approaches
efficient to tackle vibrational anharmonicity.
Our study of fundamental far-IR vibrations of the peptide
link, presented in Paper II, has shown that Amide IV-VI vibra-
tions have the potential for precise structural analysis of peptide-
like molecules. Especially the Amide V bands are very promising,
being relatively intense and having frequencies that are very sen-
sitive to the structural arrangement of the peptide link. Moreover,
the trans and cis configurations of the peptide link can be directly
characterized by their far-IR spectra in the range of 400-800 cm−1
due to the large variations in the corresponding Amide IV-VI
bands. This finding can be important for the structural charac-
terization of cyclic peptides, where links of the cis-type can be
present [44–48].
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The study of far-IR vibrations, associated with intra-molecular
hydrogen bonds in phenol derivatives (Paper III), has revealed
two important aspects. First, we have shown that the size of the
ring closed by the hydrogen-bond can be characterized by the
frequency of the hydrogen-bond stretching vibration. Second,
the strength of the hydrogen-bonding interaction can be deter-
mined from the frequency of the hydrogen-bonded OH torsional
vibration. Far-IR spectroscopy of these vibrations can serve as a
direct probe of hydrogen bonding interactions.
4.2 Conformer- and isomer- selectivity of far-
infrared vibrations
Gas-phase far-IR spectroscopy combined with quantum chem-
ical calculations, performed in this thesis for various aromatic
molecules, have shown that different molecular isomers and con-
formers have distinct far-IR features that allow precise structural
assignment. The isomer-selectivity of far-IR vibrations was ob-
served for the isomers of aminophenol and MethylAcetanilide.
The conformer-selectivity was demonstrated experimentally for
the 3-aminophenol, ethylvanillin and salicylic acid, for which
more than one conformer was observed and assigned. For the
other molecules studied only one conformer was observed, but
still the distinct far-IR vibrational features enabled unambiguous
assignment of the experimental spectra to one of the possible
conformations.
4.3 Performance of VPT2 for anharmonic treat-
ment of far-infrared vibrations
In this thesis the VPT2 method was applied for the anharmonic
treatment of far-IR vibrations. As gas-phase far-IR spectroscopy
allowed a direct comparison between the measured and calcu-
lated spectra, we were able to assess the performance of VPT2.
This method was found to be reliable for calculations of fre-
quencies and intensities of vibrations with low and moderate
anharmonicity, but not applicable for strongly anharmonic vibra-
tions, such as NH2-inversion. For the vibrations with moderate
anharmonicity, the VPT2 method resulted in an almost two-fold
increase of accuracy compared with the conventional harmonic
approximation. Moreover, VPT2 enabled us to calculate overtone
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and combinational transitions, thus assisting the assignment of
the experimental spectra. Therefore, the VPT2 approach can be
suggested for highly accurate calculations of theoretical far-IR
spectra for semi-rigid molecules with low number of strongly
anharmonic vibrations.
4.4 Outlook and future perspectives
Firstly, the study of the far-IR spectra of aminophenol (Paper I)
brought our attention to the strongly anharmonic NH2-inversion
(wagging) vibration. In future, it would be particularly interest-
ing to study this vibration in biological molecules such as pep-
tides and nucleic acid bases, where the NH2 group is frequently
present. In the case of aminophenol, the double-minimum nature
of the potential governing amino-inversion motion originated
from the two energetically identical equilibrium geometries, with
the amino-group hydrogen atoms positioned out-of-plane with
respect to the aromatic ring. The amino-groups of biomolecules
can be non-planar as well [49], which may lead to similar ef-
fects we observed for aminophenol. The presence of hydrogen
bonding can lead to a non-symmetric double-minimum poten-
tial and even more interesting effects on the far-IR spectra of
NH2-inversion vibration [50].
Secondly, the study of fundamental far-IR vibrations of a
peptide link (Paper II) has shown that Amide IV-VI bands can
be highly sensitive to hydrogen bonding and other weak in-
teractions. Therefore future experimental and theoretical stud-
ies on this matter are highly motivated. The expectation from
the theoretical data for the hydrogen-bonded dimers of the N-
MethylAcetamide is that the frequency of the Amide V band
can be blue-shifted by more than 50% compared with the bare
molecule. Thus, Amide V bands can provide a very sensitive
probe of the strength of the hydrogen bonds, as well as the molec-
ular structure of biomolecules in general.
Thirdly, the far-IR study of phenol derivatives (Paper III)
has shown that the frequencies of far-IR vibrations of hydrogen-
bonded hydroxyl (OH) groups can serve as a direct measure
of the strength of hydrogen bonding, as well as the size of the
ring closed by a hydrogen bond. This finding, together with the
high sensitivity of Amide IV-VI vibrations to hydrogen bonding
(Paper II), opens new possibilities for structural analysis of bio-
logical molecules stabilized by hydrogen bonding interactions.
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Finally, IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy, applied in this thesis,
allowed us to measure the far-IR spectra in a conformer-specific
manner. However, this technique is limited to molecules that
have a UV chromophore. Recently, we have demonstrated a
new technique [51], which overcomes this limitation and can
measure gas-phase IR spectra of neutral molecules of arbitrary
structure. The new technique substantially extends the scope of
the molecules that can be studied by IR spectroscopy, and we
plan to apply it for the structural analysis of peptides without a
chromophore.
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Sammanfattning
För att fundamentalt förstå biologiska processer krävs framför
allt kunskap om biomolekylers strukturer och svaga inter- och
intramolekylära växelverkningar (t ex vätebindningar). Molekyl-
strukturer och svaga växelverkningar kan direkt studeras med
hjälp av långvågigt infraröd (FIR) eller THz spektroskopi genom
att undersöka lågfrekvensmolekylära vibrationer. I denna avhan-
dling presenterar jag resultat från både experimentella och teo-
retiska undersökningar av lågfrekventa vibrationer i små aro-
matiska och biologiskt viktiga molekyler. För att kunna jämföra
experimentella och teoretiska resultat, utförs FIR-spektroskopi
på gas med en metod som kan skilja på olika konformer av
molekylerna. Mätningar i det infraröda området av molekyler
innehållande en peptidlänk (-CO-NH-) avslöjade att lågfrekventa
Amide IV-VI vibrationer är mycket känsliga för peptidlänkens
struktur, molekylernas huvudkedja samt den inter- och intra-
molekylära vätebindningsstyrkan. Med hjälp av FIR-spektro-
skopi av fenolderivatmolekyler identifierade vi vibrationer som
kan användas för att undersöka vätebindningsstyrkan samt stor-
leken på en ring bestående av vätebindningar. Dessutom kunde
fördelar och nackdelar med konventionella frekvensberäkningar
i det infraröda spektrumet utförda med ab initio och täthetsfunk-
tionalteori identifieras genom att testa teorin mot experimentella
data. Konventionella metoder kunde exempelvis inte reproduc-
era starka icke-harmoniska vibrationer såsom amino-inversion
i aminofenol. Istället används en potential-modell med dubbla
minima som framgångsrikt beskrev experimentella spektra av
aminofenol. Resultaten som presenteras i denna avhandling kan
underlätta både tolkningen av FIR-spektra av mer komplexa
biomolekyler och för ytterligare framsteg inom lågfrekvensvibra-
tionsspektroskopi för effektivare strukturanalys och studier av
svaga interaktioner.
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